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We all have our way of dressing up destiny. And we all knew what would happen. 
Because that was Boaz’s destiny; dying to fulfill the legend. From the very first day, 
we knew what would happen. Because a legend cannot live. And the first to know, 
after his parents, was him. Obviously. Throughout all these years, we tried to act 
as though… No, I shouldn’t say that, we were a family. A happy family. Bonded by 
love, but also by silence. The precious silence around what would one day happen, 
necessarily. The type of silence whose outline defined all the rest, everything we did 
say, everything we experienced. Always like it was the last time.

Malachie? His heart was on fire. He was always the most turbulent one. With him 
I accepted as much as I renounced. Accepted the excess and renounced him. I let 
him leave. It’s a difficult thing to do. It isn’t human to not hold back one’s beloved 
son when he goes.

With Deborah it was different. She never really wanted to face it, but in the bottom 
of her heart, through her gentleness, she also said that she accepted. Ever since it 
happened, she comes to see me every day. Every day she brings me something to 
eat. The anniversary days are the most difficult…

The first time I saw Boaz, his small face peeking out from beneath the covers in 
the baby carriage…. I saw something tragic in his face. This must be why I loved 
him so much. Just as one projects one’s own fear of emptiness into the crack one 
sees in another. And through this crack we access the inaccessible. That small boy 
who became a young man was a crack whose depths no one could resist. No one 
did resist. “But you know, I am there, even when I am far away.” That was the last 
thing he said to me.

 
Statement by Amos when he was 80 years old
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Boaz è mio fratello: the voice on the cassette

The origin of the Boaz story was found on a cassette several years ago 
during Romain’s vacation on the island of Procida in Italy, discovered 
by chance inside a cassette recorder that he bought in a small shop. 
From the cassette came the sound of an Italian voice, a boy speaking 
as though he were telling a secret. Romain understood only bits and 
pieces and some words were beyond him, but he immediately liked 
the tone, the intensity, and a certain graveness in the voice on the 
cassette, which he decided to keep.

in the exhibition

This voice can be heard in the exhibition as it is on the cassette. 
We also hear its words transposed into French, spoken by different 
characters and even some real people in their images.

PHOTO MAGNETO ?

« Boaz è mio fratello. L’ho conosciuto alla scuola materna. Non mi ricordo bene, ma mio padre ci 
ha sempre raccontato che eravamo inseparabili già da bambini. Quello però che mi ricordo bene 
— e credo sia il mio primo ricordo — è Roma ; il bancone del negozio di alimentari. Mio padre 
che sta lavorando. C’è anche mia sorella, ed io che aspetto. Aspetto che Boaz arrivi. Credo sia 
inverno, perché fa freddo. Nell’attesa, io disegno. A un certo punto vedo la sua faccia attraverso 
la vetrina. Boaz tiene la mano di sua madre e mi fa un sorriso. Sua madre spinge la porta. La 
campanella suona — posso ancora sentire quel suono nella mia testa — e Boaz s’intrufola dietro 
il bancone. Mio padre lo acchiappa, lo solleva a braccia tese e lo avvicina al suo viso. Boaz lo 
abbraccia poi mio padre lo fa sedere al posto vicino al mio. Lo bacio e disegniamo insieme per 
tutta la giornata. 

« Mi ricordo anche di quel maledetto giorno in cui una donna venne a prenderlo mentre era 
a casa nostra. Disse a mio padre che i suoi genitori erano morti, e lo portò via. I suoi genitori 
erano persone meravigliose. Erano amati da tutti. Lo sapete tutti, che erano meravigliosi. Come 
lo è anche Boaz. Poi, poco tempo dopo, quella stessa donna lo riportò a casa, affidandolo a mio 
padre. Da quel giorno viviamo sempre fianco a fianco. 

« Qui siamo a Procida. Perché è estate, e come ogni estate veniamo qua. A Procida siamo 
ancora più di quello che siamo, perché nulla ci separa e mai ci separerà, sappiatelo ! A Procida 
potrete vedere croci su quasi tutti i muri e tutte queste croci dicono che tutti amano Boaz. Ma 
ho promesso di non dire altro, altrimenti nessuno lo amerà mai quanto me. 

« Io conosco il Boaz che va al mare, quello che dorme vicino a me e che piange tra le mie braccia. 
Di questo, lui è d’accordo che ne parli, ma del resto, di quello che sapete voi, non vuole. 

« Ovunque si trovi Boaz, le persone sono attratte da lui. Se avete passato un momento con lui 
in spiaggia, avrete visto la gente che si raggruppa a stella intorno a lui. Se siete mai stati a fare 
compere con lui, avrete visto la coda che si crea dietro di lui. Mai troppo vicino, mai troppo a 
lungo. Con la stessa garbatezza che lui ha per loro. È bellissimo. 

« All’inizio, quando tutto è iniziato, ero un pò geloso. Invidiavo le persone che avevano a che 
fare con mio fratello. Ma oggi, sono soprattutto riconoscente che la vita ci abbia fatto incontrare. 
Che ci abbia portato qui. Se amiamo cosi tanto i momenti trascorsi sull’isola, è perché qui tutto 
sembra eterno. Come se ogni giorno fosse lo stesso giorno — che ricomincia ogni giorno — lo 
stesso giorno — che ricomincia ogni giorno — lo stesso giorno — che ricomincia. 

« Se amiamo cosi tanto stare qui, è perché qui niente ci distrae dai nostri pensieri, niente distoglie 
le mie letture né i momenti che passo con mio fratello. In questo l’isola è un pò come il regno dei 
Titani. I Titani: queste figure leggendarie che vivevano senza desiderio, come semplici fruitori 
di movimenti arcaici, i loro riflessi, che sono le onde, i movimenti del sole e quello della terra.

« Vi presento Atlante, Oceano, Elio e questo è Boaz, mio fratello. »

anonYMous souRCe

Who is the voice We hear on the cassette? no one knoWs. assuming that the text is 
autobiographical, We can deduce that he is a young man; man because he speaks 
using the masculine, and young because his voice hasn’t changed. What is certain 
though is that no trace of his text, of What he says in italian, has been found by 
anyone anyWhere else other than on that cassette.

The shop in Procida, photo by Amos
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after tWo years of a theological degree, romain studied composition at the geneva 
conservatory. his collaborations With visual artists led him to extend his oWn 
practice to include video, photography, sculpture, and more recently, Writing. he 
then joined the soma anders collective Which he shares With the characters in his 
novels. together they create various projects, one of Which is Boaz.

Boaz, the novel

Upon his return to Paris, and with Andrea’s help, Romain decided to dig 
deeper into the words on the cassette, which he translated only to find a 
mysterious text that could be interpreted in multiple ways. He found some 
clues: a name, a few places, and a few relationships that he laid out as the 
foundation of a novel, extrapolating on them in a puzzle that had more 
missing pieces than found ones.

Among the found pieces in the text is Boaz, a boy the community seems 
to adore. He loses both his parents as a child and is taken in by the local 
shopkeeper, who Boaz already knows and loves. The man has a daughter. 
This is who the young man refers to as a sister, the sister of the voice on the 
cassette, it seems. Romain names the three of them; Amos for the father, and 
Malachie and Deborah for the brother and sister.

Each one embodies a character. Boaz is the legend; his brother Malachie is the 
mystic. Deborah and Amos are the sacrificed. And the destinies of all four of 
them, according to who they are, unfolds little by little during the novel, until 
it reaches tragic end that they cannot avoid.

Each one also becomes a character acting independently. Acting independently. 
Because Boaz, Malachie, Deborah, and Amos are not objects. They do not 
belong to their author. Even if, having written them, the latter protects them, 
it is only to guarantee that they remain whole. But as for the rest, they act 
according to who they are and the author has no hold over them.

In the novel, they create. And these objects they created are exhibited today, 
along with the novel and the anonymous Italian voice from the cassette, their 
archeology.

in the exhibition

The novel is presented in two forms. 300 copies are available to be 
borrowed during the exhibition. There is also a limited numbered 
and marked edition printed on Rives Tradition paper, with unbound 
pages on display in the exhibition.
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BoaZ

Without being able to say Why, the community designated boaz as the legend from 
the day of his birth. We knoW very little about his parents — the typical uncertainty 
that maintains a mystery. We knoW that they kneW amos, the shopkeeper Who became 
his father, that they Were friends even, and that they Were much respected by the 
community. his mother Was particularly charismatic. after their death When boaz 
Was barely six years old, he Was taken in by amos and his children, deborah and 
malachie, becoming their son and brother. the years that folloWed alternated 
betWeen months at school in paris and vacations spent With his neW family on 
the little island of procida in italy, in the house amos had inherited from his oWn 
parents. on the island as in paris, boaz and malachie became inseparable as the 
years passed. When he Was eighteen and had finished his studies, boaz Worked in the 
shop With his father until he turned tWenty, the last year of his life.

Boaz, the film

For his sixth birthday — the last he would spend 
with his parents, who died the next day, according to 
the novel — Boaz’s parents give him a little camera 
which he takes with him everywhere. He films with 
it constantly, and it is from digging through these 
images that Romain reconstitutes an episode from 
his last year alive, when he is twenty years old and 
Malachie tries to convince his brother that together 
they could put his legendary character into words, a 
topic on which they were all usually silent. The film 
Boaz recreating this moment is as much Romain’s 
work as theirs.

in the exhibition

In the exhibition, the film is played silently; 
only the images and living spaces, smiles, 
and anger can be observed in passing. 
Use the following link to watch the film:  
https://soma-anders.com/boaz-film
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“Do you remember my parents?” because you, you have 
forgotten. […] So Amos tells you about your parents. He 
usually calls them by their first names. You tell yourself 
that it’s normal because they were friends, and you’re 
moved by it. A customer comes in, an old man. He greets 
you, as he does every day. He hears Amos talking, he 
comes over to you and talks to you as well. The memories 
he unearths seem to bring him happiness as well as pain 
as soon as they are told. Another customer comes in, a 
third. They forget you are there and keep talking under 
your proud gaze about those who created you. They refer 
to them by their first names, as if listing off burdens. 
Amos listens, as you do, to the hum of the neighborhood. 
The shop is full of peaceful, community-minded people. 
And then one by one they leave, without any of them 
neglecting to touch you.

Excerpt from the novel Boaz

Like this day, the day after your birthday. 
The night before, there were five candles on 
the cake in the middle of the table. Six people 
around the cake for the last time. You have 
just blown out the candles. Malachie helped 
you. Your parents brought the packet, your 
gift. You are seated on your chair next to 
Amos’, the packet in front of you. Malachie 
eats the rest of your cake. You open the packet. 
There is a drawing of a gray camera on the 
box. The camera is inside. You throw your 
arms around your parents.

Excerpt from the novel Boaz

You see, Mala? Nothing, I want nothing, I want to 
change nothing, I am nothing. The little that I am is 
thanks to you three. By you three. When I am with you, 
I sometimes feel a little like one of you. Just someone 
the same age who could be loved for who he is. But that 
doesn’t last. Because as soon as I go out, all eyes are on 
me again. Eyes to which I have nothing to give. From 
which I take nothing. I am just a way out for them, do 
you understand? Malachie, do you understand what it 
is to only be a way out for others? To live out of duty? 
To be nothing but a bearer of burdens? 

Excerpt from the novel Boaz

A photo taken by Amos of Malachie and Boaz in the park with Boaz’s camera
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BoaZ

The rushes

In the exhibition, alongside to the projected film Boaz, we find 
other images of the young man displayed unaltered on monitors 
or projected on screens: a taxi ride showing the streets of Procida; 
Malachie drawing on the patio of their vacation home or making 
little dolls out of straw in Paris. We also find the two brothers’ film, 
Boaz is my brother.

Boaz is my brother

In the film Boaz when Malachie tries to convince his brother that 
they should tell of his legendary nature, what he is really suggesting 
is that together on Procida, the island where they spend all their 
summers, Boaz should film him saying a text that he would have 
previously written. This is the text that we find on the cassette, and 
so the anonymous source turns out to be an object manufactured by 
one of the resulting characters, creating an infinite loop.
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You open up the camera screen and push the button on the side. As the screen comes 
to life, you look at Amos and Malachie in front of you […] You press the red button 
and there is a small, high-pitched electronic sound. Hearing it, Malachie turns around. 
His handsome face looks at you. And at first, nothing. He is surely waiting for some 
response from you, for you to talk to him, for you to turn off the camera. You just keep 
filming him, that’s all. The camera lens hums as you zoom in on his face and examine 
him. After a few seconds he gives you a reproachful look, furrowing his eyebrows. You 
do nothing. He makes a face at you. Then another. You do nothing. You’re just thinking 
how handsome he is even when he is making faces.

Excerpt from the novel Boaz

I could write a text to read in front of the camera, we could go down to the beach with 
the sea in the background, it would be beautiful. I would talk about you, tell stories 
about you, about how you are at home, how you eat, how you sleep, how we secretly 
drink coffee at the cafés; I could talk about us too, how much we love each other, how 
you are my life, and you would trust me when I speak and you film it, because you’d 
know that I would never do anything to hurt you; you would trust me and that would 
make me so happy.

Malachie, in the film Boaz

A still shot of Malachie writing his text taken from one of the rushes Facsimile of a page from Malachie’s notebook
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malachie is amos’ son and the brother of deborah and boaz. from a young age, he 
manifests a unique drive for everything mystical, Which increases as he gets older. 
it is for this reason that he voWs his unconditional love to boaz, the legend. he also 
loves to collect any signs of devotion toWards his brother. his childhood and the 
rest of his life are governed by regular cycles, his rituals, Which punctuate the 
days, months, and years: his Walks With boaz, birthday parties, summers on the 
italian island of procida. When he is eighteen, he goes off to university Without 
his brother for the first time and studies religious history. upon reading mircea 
eliade, he becomes particularly interested in pre-monotheistic cults, as Well as 
the more recent cargo cult.

The photographs of the crosses on the walls

The inhabitants of Procida, the island on which Amos and his children always 
spend their summer vacations, have a ritual: on each of the walls along the 
paths where Boaz has walked, they testify of his passing by drawing a cross, in 
chalk, paint, or scratched on the wall with a rock. The summer he turns twenty, 
Malachie gets the idea to photograph and record a series of these crosses. 
About a hundred of these photographs are received from Deborah and then 
inventoried, as well as a map of the island drawn by the young man, recording 
the position of each photo he took.

in the exhibition

Thirty of the photographs of crosses are displayed in the exhibition.
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On Procida, you will see crosses on almost every wall, and these crosses mean 
that everyone loves Boaz, and I have promised to say nothing more except that 
no one will ever love him as much as I do.

Malachie, in Boaz is my brother

Two or three times that summer, you get up before the others and walk towards 
the cluster of shops. A new cross, x-shaped, on another stone wall. Soon the 
x-shapes punctuate all the walls on the island, as with time you pass through 
each plot of land.

Excerpt from the novel Boaz

On the walls of each street on the island where Boaz had 
walked, you could find a cross drawn by the inhabitants 
as a way of saying that the legend had been there.

Deborah, in The interrogations

One needs to have known him to understand that his life was ruled by a 
collection of rites to which he could make no exceptions. That he was sometimes 
overcome with profound distress when life came into opposition with these rites, 
and one cannot control life. And that his vacations on the island every summer 
represented the highest rite of all.

Deborah, in The interrogations

Map of crosses drawn by Malachie

Malachie on the patio of the house in Procida, drawing the map of crosses
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MaLaChie

Malachie’s dolls

Malachie organized his dolls into groups, or little theatres as he called them 
in a letter he wrote to Romain.

You don’t see them, but the vacationers watch you. A few children deposit some shells gathered on the 
beach near you. Deborah smiles at them gently, making sure they aren’t bothering you. […] You straighten 
up. You take off your sunglasses. You see, ten, twenty little piles of shells all around you. Footprints forming 
the shape of a star of which you are the center. You look around you at the vast beach, the endless sea, 
and the children with their parents at a reasonable distance from the three of you; more than reasonable, 
really, as if they were offering you space that they had given up for themselves. You get up. 

You’re lying on your back, your body exposed to the sun. Amos is under the umbrella with his two 
children. You’re so happy he came with you today, like he used to when you were all younger. His presence 
is eternally reassuring to you. […] He watches you get up to go take a swim, going down towards the 
distant water, a train of vacationers following. He sees you floating on your back, face upturned to the sky. 
Under the happy gazes of their parents, the children all float on their back, forming a star around you.

Excerpt from the novel Boaz

Before he was overtaken by his film project, Malachie was fascinated by the Cargo cult. He talked about 
it all the time. One of his professors had mentioned it in a class. The cult developed with the arrival 
of foreign soldiers in Melanesia, I believe. When outsiders arrived, the Melanesian tribes discovered 
science that was previously unknown to them; operators speaking into radios, for example; and they 
also discovered the results of this science, the cargo ships bringing provisions to the island. In their eyes, 
it was an act of God. He was the one receiving the radio messages and responding by sending the cargo 
ships. So the Melanesians wanted to imitate the newcomers. They made effigies of radios out of straw 
and prayed into them. Malachie was fascinated by the Melanesians. Perhaps it is them that he tried to 
incarnate with his dolls.

Deborah in The interrogations

Malachie’s letterThe first page of the letter addressed to Romain

in the exhibition

Nineteen of Malachie’s dolls are on display.
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Malachie’s stars
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amos is a shopkeeper. he has tWo children, deborah and malachie, and We 
knoW nothing of their mother. every evening When he goes to pick them up 
from preschool, he also brings home another child their age Who stays at 
the shop until his mother arrives. this is boaz. betWeen the shopkeeper and 
the child there is an immediate, intense connection and a mutual affection. 
after the death of boaz’s parents, it is obviously amos Who takes him in. he 
supports the legend all throughout his life, sometimes more than he does 
his oWn tWo children.

Amos’ family photographs

in the exhibition

Photographs of Amos’ family are shown in a 
slideshow projected on the wall, and can also 
be seen in a photo album in a display case. 
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You are happy to spend some time alone with Amos. 
You love his presence, his advice, the feeling you get in 
your throat when, his hand on yours, he shows you how 
to paint the wood, following the direction of the grain, 
be careful now, don’t scratch it. That feeling, without 
contact even, comes from heaven, you say to yourself. 
Amos is also happy to have his boy with him again. You 
are that boy and you come from far away. Boaz, we’re 
going to have to talk about it, we can’t get around it…

Excerpt from the novel Boaz

Your parents were strange people, you know. One day 
you were with me at the shop. You must have been 
four at the time. You were drawing a tree. The doorbell 
rang. We saw your mother come in through the glass 
door. She came up to you. She put out her hand over 
the counter to caress your cheek. She asked if you were 
doing alright. You made a little noise as if to say “yes, 
Mom, I’m ok” and went back to your drawing. And 
then she and I started to talk. […] Then a customer 
arrived. She picked out a few items and made her way 
to the register. Your mother stepped back to make room 
for her. The woman looked at you. She said something 
like, “So, how is little Boaz?” And then she looked at me 
and added, “It’s incredible how big your son is getting.” I 
didn’t know what to reply. In fact, I didn’t reply. I didn’t 
even smile. I just took the coins she handed to me. The 
customer left. And then I saw your mother’s face. She 
was smiling at me. I was all confused – ashamed – and 
she smiled at me. Without sadness. It was probably the 
most incomprehensible thing I have ever experienced; 
the lack of sadness or reproach. Just a smile full of 
goodness that I rediscover sometimes when I look at 
you. That day I felt that your mother had entrusted me 
to you…Entrusted you to me, I mean… But I shouldn’t 
really say that, do you understand?

Amos, in a document from the archives

You arrive at the cluster of shops and see Amos there, 
reading the newspaper at a table on the terrace of a 
café. You didn’t know he came there in the mornings 
while you slept. You realize that you don’t know 
everything about him. It seems obvious to you now that 
he would have his secrets. You hesitate for a moment. 
Should you disturb him? Should you just leave him 
alone and go back home without buying bread? You 
don’t have time to think before he lowers the newspaper 
and sees you. He shoots you a wide smile and waves 
you over. You’re so happy to be invited to his table, 
this table you didn’t know was his. He pulls out a chair 
next to him and you sit down. Ah, you forgot to kiss his 
cheeks. You stretch your face towards his, awkwardly, 
and bump noses because for the first time, you are 
unaccustomed and also moved at sharing his secret 
café with him.

[…] This morning, you admire him as a man, not as a 
father. Sure, upright, respected. You are proud of him. 
The waiter finally comes to ask what you want. Amos 
orders you a coffee, your secret; you understand, you 
smile at him. The order is taken and the waiter must 
now take his hand off your shoulder; he runs it through 
your hair and goes to make the coffee. 

Excerpt from the novel Boaz
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deborah is amos’ daughter, the sister of malachie and boaz. as a child, she 
is close to her brother, but the arrival of boaz sloWly drives them apart. 
she is kind and maternal With her brothers. furthermore, it is her Who 
accompanies them during their last stay on the italian island, the summer 
of their death, after Which she is unceasingly questioned on the subject of 
their last moments and of the role that she might have played in them.

Breathless, she asks herself how it is possible. How she could efface 
herself all this time. How she could take care of you without ever having 
existed. How you didn’t think about her, ever, not even a little earlier 
when she left for the beach. How your love was greater than anything, 
without her. How she protected that love. How she sacrificed herself. 
Then she looks at the man in front of the house blocking her from 
entering. He gives her a look to say it’s not her fault — “How could it be 
my fault?” she hesitates — and that everything will be ok, that everyone 
knew. “Knew what?” she asks. “That Boaz is the legend,” he answers, 
surprised, and adds to himself, “but the legend cannot live.” Deborah 
remains frozen, removed from the movement around her. 

Excerpt from the novel Boaz

Deborah’s drawings and photo album 

in the exhibition

Deborah’s drawings appear on the pages of a photo album she put 
together with photos taken by Amos. They can also be seen within 
the photos themselves as these are projected in the slideshow.

Deborah's slide
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Boaz’s pendant

Who is the Woman With the pendant? nobody knoWs. not even boaz or amos. 
We only knoW that she appeared in the boy’s life the day his parents left 
it, offering him the humble ornament, the little lead drop on a slim metal 
chain. that she returns home When she touches him; are they related? and 
she sees him again as an adult in the park — a moment that seems to unleash 
something in him.

in the exhibition

Boaz’s lead and silver pendant is exhibited in the monolith.

That day, the day after your birthday, it is raining on the other side of 
the shop window. You’re at the counter between Malachie and Amos, 
camera in hand, when a customer comes in. She goes to the refrigerator 
to get a carton of milk, comes up to the counter and stretches out some 
coins to Amos. To you she holds out a pendant, a little drop of lead 
mounted on a thin ring through which a light metal chain runs. You 
look at Amos, who smiles gently at you. You look at the customer, a 
stranger to you, and delicately stretch out your hand towards her, palm 
up. She lays the drop in the palm of your hand, coils the chain around 
the pendant, strokes your skin like one coming back home, flashes a 
smile, says goodbye and disappears. How many moments like that, with 
people who have nothing in particular to say to you, but just want the 
contact. But the memory of that exact day and that exact woman who 
seems to come from far away remain indelible to you.

Excerpt from the novel Boaz

As was his custom, Malachie was talking and you were listening. And suddenly 
you weren’t listening anymore. At first he didn’t notice, too preoccupied telling 
you why the myths, why the rites. Now he sees the seriousness on your face, an 
unaccustomed seriousness. Irregular breathing. He says your name, once, twice, 
and begins to get worried. He takes your hand, “Boaz, and you don’t move. No, 
you’re looking at the bench in front of you, at the woman who just sat down 
there, the woman who, as a child, the day your parents died, the day you were 
torn from Amos, the day you lost everything, gave you the pendant you still 
wear around your neck. You turn to your brother, your voice shaking, your gaze 
far away. “Sorry, Mala, I’ll be back.” Malachie doesn’t understand. His face is 
astonished. You get up and leave him alone on the bench. You sit down next to 
the woman. Plunging your hand beneath the collar of your nice gray sweater, 
you pull out the pendant and gently show it to her, to let her know who you are. 
She knows, Boaz. Everyone knows who you are. She touches the pendant, runs 
her hand up the metal chain to your throat and strokes the back of your neck 
like one coming back home. You give in to her gesture. You tell her your parents 
died the day you saw her. With her palm resting on the nape of your neck, she 
gives you a sovereign, timeless look, then enfolds you in her arms where you 
cry. The center of Malachie cries. The center of Malachie, shaken, cries under 
his gaze. You dry your tears. The two of you stay for a moment without moving 
and then say goodbye tenderly.

Excerpt from the novel Boaz

Boaz blows out his candles, detail of a photograph of Amos
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Boaz’s name stirred up the most intense reactions. Already when he was a child, more so as 
a young adult, and to an unimaginable extent after his death. It is through his death that the 
fullness of his figure, of his burden, I don’t know what you want to call it, was revealed. But 
you should know that out of all of us, my brother is the one who loved him the most. The most 
radically. Do you know the origin of this word? Radical, from radicalis, meaning roots. I can 
say that Malachie and Boaz developed out of a common root. Like two sides of the same coin, 
the mystic side and the legend. But the legend cannot live and the mystic knows it. And they 
carried each other away.

When they died, I called my father and as soon as he picked up the phone and heard my voice, 
he knew. He knew it would happen. Why then did he let me go with them that summer, knowing 
what was in store? He came to the island for his sons’ vigil. It was the morning of the day after 
the night they died. I waited for him at the harbor and he got off the boat with a closed face. The 
carabinieri who accompanied him drove us up to the house. And all the way there, I remember 
there was a crowd and a profound silence, and my father cleared a path for himself and went in. 
I stayed on the front step. When he emerged, the light had gone out of him.

For twenty years now I’ve watched my father go to work every day, as though performing a 
ritual that would protect him from what happened. Until last week when he died. He wasn’t 
even that old… For twenty years, I haven’t set foot on the island; he wouldn’t have been able to 
bear it. He would have seen it as sacrilege. So I stayed beside him all this time. But now I am 
free, and for the first time, I act only for myself. So now I will go there, to finally see the place 
where my two loves died.

You should have seen them teasing, flopped on the same bed, Malachie talking incessantly 
to Boaz of his readings, of his thoughts, shooting their film, as he called it, washing together, 
drinking from the same glass to show that their union was so much more precious than 
everything else it forgave.

Sometimes I wonder what would have happened if we had stayed with my father that summer, if 
Malachie and Boaz hadn’t insisted on going without him. Or if he had been able to free himself 
up to go with us in the end. Would they have stayed alive then? Or was it their destiny to die?

Deborah, from The interrogations

after boaz and malachie’s disappearance, the community 
is stunned at first, and then little by little, Wanting to 
preserve the memory of the legend, organizes itself and 
collects the objects that had belonged to him, Which it 
records, or producing others upon Which to project the 
reflection of the boy’s story.

The interrogations

In the exhibition, at regular intervals we can hear Deborah being questioned 
inside what seems to be a church.

Who is the interrogator? Like the woman with the pendant, it is a 
man of whom we know nothing and have only intuitions. The way 
he questions Deborah, the solemnity in his voice lead one to believe 
that he has authority within the group that administrates Boaz’s 
memory — a group which seems all-powerful in and of itself. We 
can suppose that he was already present from the night the two boys 
died and that he was there the next day when Amos arrived for his 
two children’s vigil.
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I know Romain well. Sometimes I even feel like I hear his voice when I write, and 
I have to shake myself back to who I am. But I’ve only read a few snippets of his 
book, which is now advertised by the community with large posters on the streets. 

Excerpt from Deborah’s correspondence 
with Emmanuelle Lequeux

Posters

Excerpts from the different available sources (the novel and recorded 
correspondence) are arranged in a layout for public display.

13 cyanotype posters are shown in the exhibition. Colored paper was used to 
provide multiple contrasting variations.

The doll landscape

The origins and meaning of the dolls may not even be clear to their creator, Malachie. Does he see 
them as an echo of the Cargo cult, wherein magic overshadows real phenomena? Are they meant to 
be little theatrical scenes in which he appears alongside his brother? Beyond doubt, however, is the 
sacred nature these little objects acquire posthumously. A shelf is built to display them in a landscape 
organized into small groups, or little theatres as Malachie calls them.

The objects, those of Boaz and Malachie and my father, and even some of 
my own, were not taken from me. I was asked for them and I gave them up, 
although I wouldn’t have been able to refuse anything that was asked of me as 
long as I was accused, as long as I felt guilty. 

Excerpt from Deborah’s correspondence 
with Anne-Laure Chamboisier

Doll portraits

Given their apparent fragility and fearing that they might not hold up over time, 
the decision was made to photograph each doll. And it became apparent that 
photographing them makes them easy to show and to reproduce; it becomes 
possible to play with their size, revealing them, blowing them up, focusing on 
details, bestowing them with a certain feeling of humanity or solemnity.

Five 2.1-meter-high portraits have been hung within the exhibition.

Photographs of Malachie’s stars

For the same reasons, the drawings of Malachie’s “stars” are blown up, but this 
time using cyanotype to allow the sea, left white in the original drawings, to 
become blue in the new medium.

Two 90 × 60 cm cyanotype prints are displayed.
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Imitations of Boaz is my brother 

After the disappearance of Boaz and Malachie, schools or families began to celebrate them 
through imitations of their acts, especially the shooting of their film Boaz is my brother: 
Malachie stands with a poster of the sea behind him while Boaz films him.

The exhibition features two videos projected on a screen, one filmed by a class at the École 
Élémentaire Kléber in Mulhouse, and the second by a family.

The clock

To celebrate Boaz hour by hour, a clock has been designed to combine 
music with text excerpts concerning the legend, spoken in French by the 
author (during a public reading) or in Italian by the voice of the boy on the 
cassette. However, the latter never actually spoke these words; his voice was 
reconstructed and synthesized by the community, who considers it to be a 
foundational element.

The sounds of the clock, located just next to the monolith, can be heard on 
various speakers within the exhibition.

And today when I see the sculptures in homage, when I see the exhibition of the 
relics taken from me by the very ones who interrogate me, I regret that everyone 
does not respect the silence about them, a silence he would share with others, 
the silence nearest to Boaz.

Excerpt from Deborah's correspondence 
with Anne-Laure Chamboissier

The monolith

Boaz’s pendant is perhaps the most mysterious and precious item he left behind and multiple 
hypotheses are in circulation concerning the woman who gave this object to the legend and 
the significance of her gesture. This importance explains the decision to display the pendant 
protected within the hollow of a horizontally carved-out totem supported by three pieces of 
granite, rendering it inaccessible and nearly invisible to those who come to see it.

The monolith protecting the pendant is placed in the center of the exhibition hall.

Detail of the poster made by the children of the CM1 class,
Kleber School, Mulhouse

Detail of the poster used by Malachie & Boaz 
in their film
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Come se ogni giorno — poster, text borrowed from the voice, on the tapeTu vois Mala ? — poster, text from the novel Boaz
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First page of the interrogator's report XIX/265 The interrogator's report XIX/265 translated in English

POSTHUMOUS/3
FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF THE BOARD
INVESTIGATION REPORT — XIX/265
SUBJECT: “Deborah”
OBJECT: “Disappearance of The Legend”
The transcript of today’s interview is attached

Reminder: The Subject is the daughter of Amos (also implicated), sister of Malachie, adopted sister of BOAZ. 
At the time of the Events, she was absent from the house, BUT was indeed present on the Island.
Note: Father remained in Paris (real motives unclear). To our knowledge, the Subject is the last one to have 
seen The Legend. Testimony considered crucial.
—
The Subject is sound of mind and body. Balance and patience are the axes of her personality, engendering 
dedication. She is possessed of a keen intelligence and a sharp memory. Even after all this time, she is still 
destabilized by certain topics, in particular allusions to A. her responsibility regarding the Object of the 
interviews (the disappearance of The Legend); and B. her awareness of the significance of the Events on 
Procida. This results in her displaying defense mechanisms that, in the end, appear to us as markers of A. her 
role leading up to what she herself qualifies as the “Highest Rite” (1) and that we call Metamorphosis, and B. 
the dispersed consciousness that she has of it. Dispersed but accurate. Her testimony is reliable.
—
As a result of the interview, we put forth the following conclusions: A. that the Subject plays a specific role in 
the Metamorphosis; B. that the root causes of the Events on Procida shape her unconscious and keep her in 
constant connection with B.1. the actors of the Object (The Legend and his brother) and B.2. the force linking 
the relics that have been left to us.
—
The Subject has accepted her role in the Events on Procida (although she sometimes denies it, and despite a 
compliant tendency towards melancholy) and this could be an effect of the spiritual influence of The Legend, 
of its tangible spirituality. The Subject presents the facts to us as inevitable, beyond her reach. We do not 
doubt her sincerity, nor do we do deny the inevitable character of the founding phenomena associated with 
The Legend — much the contrary. However, according to her own words, everything happens as if she had 
scrupulously ensured that the Metamorphosis — which paradoxically she knew about, and the interviews even 
prove that she followed all the stages of conception — took place under the best possible circumstances (2). 
Although kept at a distance and suffering from this distance, she cannot turn away from the igneous, essential 
love with which her brothers burn.
—
We put forth that that which has been considered a secular event is indeed a regular, cosmic event, which, 
along with all its other occurrences throughout History, takes the crystalized form of a cycle.
—
In this regularity of occurrences which form the cycle, we persist in attaching a particular significance to the 
one that interests us today, the Object of this report: the disappearance of The Legend. The hint of eschatology 
and of revival which we discern seems well founded, according to which the legend will cleanse the hearts 
with his liquid fire, that it will call down the sacred fire.
— END

(1) cf III/102, § 2: “was the highest rite of all.”
(2) the role played by “the woman with the pendant” — whose identity remains unknown — is to this day 
unclear and could prove to be just as decisive.
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO GET IN TOUCH WITH BOAZ, 

MALACHIE, DEBORAH, AMOS, ROMAIN ? HERE ARE 

THEIR EMAIL ADDRESSES. THEY’LL READ YOUR 

MESSAGES AND MIGHT EVEN FIND THE TIME TO WRITE 

YOU BACK (BUT THEY SOMETIMES ARE SO BUSY...)

conversations

betWeen characters
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anne-laure chamboissier
sandrine Wymann

ami barak
emmanuelle lequeux
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DeBoRahANNE-LAURE CHAMBOISSIER

aRt CRitiC anD CuRatoR 

Hello Deborah,

Excluded from the relationship that linked your brothers – the intensity of 
this relationship – you seem, after all this time, to bear a certain regret at 
having effaced yourself. Aren’t you, in fact, the principal observer and the 
best witness?

Anne-Laure Hello Anne-Laure,

Excuse me for replying to you so late. I haven’t been checking my messages very often these days.

My words in answer to your question may seem a bit confused, since I am not accustomed 
to talking. More to listening. And I listened to my brother a lot. Mostly to him, in fact. Boaz 
didn’t talk much either.

So, yes, perhaps I effaced myself from their relationship, as one retracts one’s hand from a 
flame. But perhaps I decided to do it, perhaps I had this instinct. To leave them my place. 
Because everything they shared would have been too intense for me? Because I wanted to 
protect that intensity between them from an outside presence? I don’t know.

Maybe Malachie also wouldn’t have left any space for me.

Maybe in the end the space that we possess is always the fruit of a transaction, so perhaps I 
lost, in their eyes.

But I never felt like an observer. Because I actively loved both of them, and my father. I protected 
them. Because watching them was already doing. And I would love to watch them now.

Now that my father is gone, I am the last witness, along with Romain.

On that note, is he the one who gave you my address?

Looking forward to hearing from you,

Deborah

Hello Deborah,

Yes, Romain gave me your address. I know that you’re important to him, 
and he has often spoken to me of your love for Malachie and Boaz. I use the 
present tense because our loved ones continue to inhabit our lives long after 
they leave theirs. You said you weren’t accustomed to speaking, but as the 
last witness of this story and having listened so much to them, don’t you have 
some things to reveal to us?

Take good care of yourself,

Hope to hear from you soon,

Anne-Laure
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Hello Deborah,

I respect your point of view and it’s true that we are indeed just outside spectators of what you experienced, 
trying to understand bits and pieces of the bond between you. Their silences that you seem to cherish and 
respect, perhaps to protect their memory, are they not too heavy for you to bear?

When you speak of the relics that were taken from you, do you mean they were stolen? Were they taken without 
your consent? I was wondering about this.

I look forward to hearing back from you, unless it is too painful for you to answer my questions.

Anne-Laure

Hello Anne-Laure,

When all four of us were at home, my father used to protect the silence among us. As did Boaz, for that matter. 
As though for them everything had to be settled without words. As if speaking ran the risk of damaging the 
thing spoken, by freezing it in place. So in these silences, apart from daily topics and in spite of Malachie who 
sometimes tried — unsuccessfully — to get us to talk about deep things, everything was only intuition. The 
intuition, indeed, that Malachie would burn. That Boaz would disappear. But burn how? And disappear to 
where? That we did not know. I never knew it.

After their passing, after Boaz’s passing, I was interrogated. Interrogated is the word for it…I was asked to say 
what they never told me, to have seen what they never showed me. And at first, faced with my scant responses, 
I felt like they looked at me as one guilty. Guilty of not knowing. I also believed that I was a victim. Of the 
situation. Of my brothers. Of my father. Of Boaz. But now, I understand that I am neither one nor the other. 
I am just their sister and daughter, just myself, caught in the midst of their silences which I in turn protect, to 
not freeze them, to not forget.

And today when I see the sculptures in homage, when I see the exhibition of the relics taken from me by the 
very ones who interrogate me, I regret that everyone does not respect the silence about them, a silence he would 
share with others, the silence nearest to Boaz. I regret that when they speak, everything becomes frozen. But 
what other way is there? How can the silence of Boaz be passed on to those who come? How can the void not 
be filled? That I do not know. Only Boaz knew. Only his presence could achieve it.

Talk to you soon,

Deborah

Hello Anne-Laure,

The objects, those of Boaz and Malachie and my father, and even some of my own, were not taken from me. I 
was asked for them and I gave them up, although I wouldn’t have been able to refuse anything that was asked 
of me as long as I was accused, as long as I felt guilty. But I confess that looking back, I can’t understand the 
interest people took in these items. They were mostly just ordinary objects. I spent my childhood looking at 
them. Except perhaps Boaz’s pendant. That was certainly not an ordinary object.

At the moment of their passing, I didn’t understand why the legend, which when I was a child seemed more like 
a game than anything else, became so serious and strict. Maybe it is Boaz’s gesture which made it thus. Maybe 
the legend doesn’t work unless it is alive, unless it is skirting around simple answers and proof, remaining 
unfulfilled and merely in power. Perhaps the passing of the legend caused it to become fixed, recorded, frozen; 
and when we fear losing something, we lose it all the more quickly.

After all this time, I think I finally understand Boaz’s silence, which today I find light. The pleasure of saying 
nothing and keeping quiet. The potential for bonding and fluidity, the liquid nature of his silences.

Thank you for these conversations, Anne-Laure, and I wish you all the best in the future,

Deborah

DeBoRahANNE-LAURE CHAMBOISSIER
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Dear Amos,

I encountered you during my first reading of Romain Kronenberg’s book, and since 
we are going to share an exhibition and I’ll have more time to spend with you, it’s 
important to me to get to know you better.

I reread your story this afternoon, all in one go, seated at my desk. I took some notes 
on you, Boaz, Malachie, and Deborah. I tried to write a little portrait of each one of 
you. I jotted only a few things down next to your name; the words “secrets,” “empty,” 
“it makes you think that…” Nothing that really properly describes you. But you were 
decisive in so many things in Boaz’s life. Without you, there wouldn’t have been a 
second family; without you, he wouldn’t have grown up so close to Malachie; without 
you, he would never have gone to Procida…

Amos, when was it that you decided to make Boaz a part of your family?

Sandrine Wymann
Dear Ms. Wymann,

Sandrine,

I didn’t decide. Never decided. Anything.

The first time I saw Boaz, he had only just been born.

I already knew his mother then. Everyone knew her. Her strictness, her presence.

His mother had been coming to buy things at the shop every day for a long time. And I saw 
her pregnant with Boaz. I knew that was his name, I heard his name from the lips of his 
mother before he was even born. That peculiar way she had of saying it, in her accent, with a 
voice both peaceful and strong at the same time.

The first time I saw Boaz, I wasn’t taken with him but rather with her. Her way of introducing 
me to him. As though she had already entrusted him to me. And she laid him in my arms.

There are certain things about Boaz’s mother that Romain doesn’t reveal in his book. He 
doesn’t say that Boaz was like her.

No, I decided nothing. One day at the shop, Boaz was busy drawing beside me — he was 
maybe four years old — while I was talking to his mother, who had come to get him, when 
a customer came in. A woman passing through, whom I had never seen before. She came 
up to the counter to pay for her purchases. Boaz’s mother took a step back to make room for 
her. The customer saw Boaz, then looked at me and said these few words: “It’s amazing how 
much your son looks like you.” Sandrine, you can’t imagine how ashamed I felt then. I didn’t 
answer, I took the money she handed me, I bid her farewell and lowered my eyes to avoid 
those of Boaz’s mother. Then I saw Boaz smiling at me, reassuring and happy, and when I 
raised my eyes, I saw his mother smiling at me, reassured. I was confused, and she smiled at 
me. She had already entrusted him to me.

Romain never speaks of her, and if he doesn’t do so in your exhibition, Boaz will not be fully 
exhibited. You should tell him.

Amos

aMossanDRine WYMann
DiReCtoR of La KunsthaLLe MuLhouse
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Dear Amos,

Reading your answer, I passed over the phrase “your mother knew him well” too quickly.

So you knew each other well. You were…a family. This had entirely escaped me.

You were bonded to Boaz by such a special relationship. Is it her you saw in him?

Sandrine

Dear Sandrine,

I read somewhere, I don’t remember where, a history or a myth — maybe I didn’t read it, for that 
matter, maybe Malachie told me about it — wherein the gods, to stay in contact with men, sent their 
most beloved son to the earth and called him back to them as soon as he was grown, creating a void 
among men, and sending him again and calling him back, eternally — a constant cycle guaranteeing 
the vitality of the relationship between the two levels — until the day when the gods, themselves too 
saddened by his absence, decided not to send him anymore, but rather to keep him close to them and 
leave men abandoned, perhaps free.

Well, I always felt Boaz to be this son, but I never clearly articulated it; this is the first time I’ve done 
so, in fact. But I know he was more than just a myth, when he was alive.

At home, there were two Boazes; the son or the brother, and the other, the legend. In the legendary 
Boaz, yes, I could see his mother, her presence. But in the familiar Boaz, I saw nothing but the simple, 
delicate, discrete boy that he was. And our daily life zigzagged between the two Boazes. Between the 
boy that Malachie — and all the others — venerated and the other one who listened to my advice as I 
explained how to repaint the shutters. This alternation was certainly the cruelest to the two of us who 
stay. That he had not just been an idea, a surface for the two of us. Or the bearer of a burden, as Romain 
says. But that he had also been alive.

It is the living boy, who smiled at me over breakfast in the morning and helped me stock the shop 
shelves during the day, whom I miss.

I don’t know if his burden was necessary but it certainly was unjust. As is the way his memory is now 
used. His mother must have known everything that would happen. Maybe I knew it myself, for that 
matter. Maybe, in spite of that, I accepted her entrusting him to me because as it is written, their union 
was so much more precious than everything else it forgave.

Amos

Dear Amos,

You say that you knew. That Boaz, for you, was as much the myth as the living young man. But the 
day when his mother entrusted him to you, the day you understood that you would be in some way 
responsible for the legend, were you not afraid?

You kept Boaz by your side afterwards unlike any of your children. He did not go off to university, he 
did not go away anywhere, he stayed with you at the shop to “stock the shelves” day after day. And the 
one time you let him leave…he never came back.

Did you give yourself the role of protecting him from his own legend?

Sandrine

aMossanDRine WYMann
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Dear Amos,

You haven’t exactly answered me. I’ll ask the question in another way. Was Boaz’s mother 
already the legend? Is it through her that you understood that the legend could not live? Was 
letting Boaz leave for Procida the sign that you accepted that he was also the legend? 

You asked me who I would rather meet, the legend or the son. I am not in your shoes and I 
don’t have a choice to make. As a reader, I am curious about the two characters, but above all, 
I lack the power to change the legend into the son. You alone, it seems, would be able to do it. 
Perhaps the legend exists because we want it to?

Sandrine

Dear Sandrine,

When Boaz’s mother entrusted him to me, almost at his birth, everything was only intuition and 
possibilities. I was both happy and proud. But the day she really entrusted him to me is the day she 
died. And that day, I didn’t have time to be afraid. Because it was on the evening of the same day 
that he was stolen from me. The very woman who brought news of their death took him with her.

On the other hand, you’re right that later there was always some worry. But you know that when 
things are not said, when they are not clear, when one word can refer to different actions, the mind 
takes advantage of this vagueness. It chooses the hypothesis that best suits it. This is surely what 
I did. I stopped knowing. And it is myself, more than him, that I tried to protect from his legend.

You know, my son couldn’t combine the two Boazes, but could only be knocked about, bounced 
between the two, fully being both of them in contradiction and chaos. So yes, I kept him by my 
side, as I did with none of my children, as you say (although he was my child). But I believe also 
that he wouldn’t have wanted to be anywhere else. Because near me, he exalted in fully feeling 
like a son, and one of the two Boazes.

I’d like to ask you a question, Sandrine. If you could have met one of the two, the legend or my 
son, which one would you have chosen?

Amos

Dear Sandrine,

I’ll start by answering you on two points that don’t give me any difficulty: first of all, I don’t 
have any more power than you do to transform the legend into my son, who was indeed 
both, and who couldn’t have been one without the other. On the other hand, I knew before 
his mother died — as we all knew — that a tragic end awaited the legend, because the legend 
seemed to all of us then to be intimately linked to tragedy.

The rest of your comments are a bit trickier to deal with, which explains the time I’ve taken 
to answer.

A few days ago, at the shop, I told a friend — a customer who comes every day and always 
stays a while before leaving — about our conversation. The best I could. I talked to him about 
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your questions. He helped me craft a response, which I unfortunately didn’t write down and 
which comes back to me confusedly now. I remember that he spoke to me of a psychoanalyst 
named Jung and his archetypes, of the collective unconscious and synchronicity, which he 
saw as a parallel for the legend, the community, and the designation of the first by the second. 
Everything was clear at the time. Here is what I have left.

I believe that the legend was, is, and will be — whether we want it to or not — in essence, 
like an archetype. And I realize, writing it, that this intuition seems to create a contradiction 
with what actually happened; we attributed this function to Boaz. But was it attributed to 
him arbitrarily? This is the point where my friend talked of synchronicity, of the collective 
desire for an archetype with the appearance of the boy in our lives. Was it an act of destiny?

As for his mother, was she already the legend? I understand your question, but I struggle 
to answer it. Because I’m afraid of all my intuitions fading away, disappearing the moment 
I change them into words. Because words are clear, as we expect them to be in the face of 
such a question, but the answer that comes to me, built only on my sensations, is vague, 
uncertain. Furthermore, it is within this uncertainty that the answer is true. So this is all I can 
say: perhaps she wasn’t the legend but rather something else, that is certain, maybe magical? 
Perhaps near her one felt far from oneself? As one would feel in a fictional space?

Happy holidays,

Amos
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Dear Romain,

First of all, I want to wish you a happy, prosperous new year, full of good luck and joy.

I’ve done my best to contribute to your project, and rather than interviewing a character, I’ve 
put together a series of questions without answers to send to you. Questions without question 
marks, even. I hope you’ll make good use of them.

Questions without answers or suspended answers

The choice of names in Romain Kronenberg’s book Boaz seems deliberate to me because they 
are all biblical in origin, which implies a further layer of sophistication. The story is not linear 
and throughout the pages, a countdown emerges, marked by two key moments around which 
the memories of Boaz’s tragic destiny converge; for it is this primordial character who narrates 
the story as it reveals his misfortune, despite the tone and nuances of a happy childhood and 
a boundless friendship.

Boaz is a biblical figure from the time of Judges, one of the heroes of the Book of Ruth, 
from which the evidence can be drawn that he is the great-grandfather of King David. 
Etymologically speaking, Boaz’s name means that he is full of courage, that God gave him 
life and therefore destiny. Boaz is also the name given in the Bible to the column situated to 
the left of the entrance of the Temple of Solomon.

Amos, the adoptive father, also bears a biblical name meaning burden bearer, a name made 
emotionally significant by the narrative. Amos is a shepherd, a farmer of sycamores who 
became a prophet-writer spurred on by the idea of social justice. He denounced the injustices 
of his time and announced the wrath of God and the fall of the kingdom. As the adoptive 
father of the orphan Boaz, his mission is fulfilled.

The name of Malachie, Boaz’s adoptive brother and intimate friend, and still a prophet, 
raises a small translation question for me. While the etymological meaning of the name is 
my messenger, the first meaning of the Hebrew word malach is angel (the meaning messenger 
came later with the Greek and Latin translations). So Malachie is Boaz’s angel, a point which 
the book proves throughout its chapters.

The choice of the book’s feminine character’s name, Deborah, Malachie’s sister and Amos’ 
daughter, seems just as significant. Deborah is a complex biblical figure with a feminist slant, 
and her name means honeybee, symbolizing intelligence and devotion. She is the only female 
judge mentioned in the Old Testament and one of its rare prophetesses. Deborah’s personality 
does in some way fit the biblical model: she is faithful, loyal, calm, and measured; she knows 
how to be friendly and warm. She is the unfortunate one who must in the end bear the burden 
of the abandonment and the discovery of both her blood brother and her adoptive brother’s 
tragic fate, the Achilles and Patroclus of the Kronenbergien opus.

Ami…cably
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Dear Deborah,

It feels a little strange to write to you since we don’t know each other. I’ve only read a book telling the 
story of your family and I know very little of your life. Speaking of which, I was curious if you had 
read it? 

A man named Romain Kronenberg gave it to me; have you met him?

I ask because he often speaks of you, yet I get the impression that he is absent from your lives…

It is difficult to ask him about it because he often breaks off with a lump in his throat.

It is strange because the book lacks a time setting and I don’t know if what it relates happened a long 
time ago or just yesterday. I don’t want to be indiscrete and intrude in the chronology of your life, but 
might I just have an idea of the space of time that separates us from this narrative?

One is so eager to know more about you!

Did you ever finish your studies?

That gentleness, your gentleness…were you able to keep it?

Did Amos survive the death of his two sons?

It is strange indeed to become so attached to people and then suddenly deprived of any news of them.

Do you often remember the day when you learned that Boaz’s parents were dead?

And what were his parents like? Did they know who he was?

Did you also lose your mother? There doesn’t seem to be any trace of her anywhere.

Essentially, the book tells us that the love shared by Malachie and Boaz was stronger than anything, 
and didn’t include you; did you sometimes feel that you had been sacrificed?

Sometimes we get the impression the Boaz deprived you of your brother, or deprived you of your role 
as a protective, maternal sister. Did you ever resent him for it?

Didn’t you have any presentiment the day of their passing? Or a presentiment that this end was the 
only one possible?

I’m sorry if my questions seem indiscrete, especially as you seem to not be the most verbose person. 
But Boaz is the legend, and you are the last person alive to have known him so well. Are you still 
alive, in fact?

Dear Emmanuelle,

This morning after weeks of gloomy weather that Malachie would certainly not have liked, 
I opened my eyes and saw the sun everywhere, all around my room, like a liberation. I got 
up and found your message, for which I thank you. I don’t know if I’ll be able to answer yet. 
Some of your questions made me feel dizzy. I’ll do my best.

Am I alive? Feeling lost before your question, I looked up the definition of the word this 
morning. Life, the whole ensemble of phenomena and essential functions manifesting 
themselves from birth until death and pertaining to the living. If me getting up, rejoicing 
in the sunlight, and then reading your message, understand you, and answering you count 
as essential functions pertaining to the living — which I believe they are — then I am alive.

DeBoRah
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It is maybe a life on the margins, inhabited by fewer people than your world and where 
everything is simpler. A type of simplicity that allows one to concentrate on certain aspects 
in more detail. Perhaps it is a life where time rolls around itself like music sometimes does, 
repeating itself in waves. So maybe my brothers’ death — Boaz’s death — extracted us from 
this primordial time in which we were sunk, and made time begin. So how much time away 
are we from one other, Emmanuelle? I don’t know. Perhaps less than we think, if we want.

I know Romain well. Sometimes I even feel like I hear his voice when I write, and I have to 
shake myself back to who I am. But I’ve only read a few snippets of his book, which is now 
advertised by the community with large posters on the streets. Yesterday on the way to the 
shop I saw written on a billboard up against the blind wall of a building:

But you know, I am there, even when I am far away

I knew that phrase, I knew it was Boaz who said it to my father. I can hear his voice say it, 
delicately and lightly; and I see how they portray it now – the authority of the signs and 
capital letters – and I am blown away by the contrast. And then I tell myself that if one of us 
has been sacrificed, it’s him. First because he had to die, but above all because even when he 
was gone, he remained, betrayed.

I believe that people everywhere need his name, wherever they see the distance, wherever they 
dream of the infinite. But I think that they don’t see the trick coming — or they let themselves 
be tricked. If they saw the function that was assigned to my brother, if they were conscious of 
the mechanism that traps them between Boaz, their desire, and themselves, I might be less 
critical…Excuse me if I digress.

When Malachie and Boaz disappeared, that very evening outside our house, the ones who 
forbid me to go in and see the bodies of my brothers called my father. The next morning, we 
were all at the harbor, waiting for him. When he got off the boat, we went up to the house in 
silence, walking along the cross-lined streets. The house of my summers, of our summers, 
full of our laughter, of the memory of my brothers. My father went in, and when he came 
back out, I understood that he had left something behind inside. Something that animated 
him. That he had been sacrificed as well. I don’t remember if I finished my studies. I don’t 
remember anything that I did afterwards, when I wasn’t helping my father. And our lives 
were calm. And empty.

Wishing you all the best,

Deborah

DeBoRah
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The portrait of a Malachie 's doll
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